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Abstract

The organization competes to increase its productivity by implementing a form of governance that is agile to technological changes. However, in its implementation, challenges inevitably arise, such as resistance to change, especially in terms of organizational structure. This study aims to examine the effect of agile governance, as proposed by Luna et al. (2015), consisting of six sub-variables (environmental factors, moderator factors, agile capabilities, governance capabilities, business operations, value delivery), on structural resistance (Kumar & Kant, 2006). This study uses a quantitative approach. Data were obtained by distributing questionnaires to 400 civil servants in Indonesia. Data were analyzed using partial least squares structural equation modeling (SEM-PLS) with the help of R software. The results showed that environmental factors, moderator factors, and agile capabilities have a negative and significant effect on structural resistance. On the other hand, business operations and value delivery have a positive and significant effect on structural resistance. Meanwhile, governance capabilities do not have a significant effect on the structural resistance of public-sector organizations. These findings contribute to the understanding of the challenges associated with implementing agile governance and highlight the importance of addressing resistance to change, particularly in terms of organizational structure.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this era, where the role of technology is increasingly important, competition between organizations is getting higher. Porter (1980) pointed out that competitiveness is defined by the productivity with which a nation utilizes its human, capital, and natural resources. Therefore, in...
this case, every organization will strive to achieve better output than its competitors. As a result, this will drive productivity from within the organization. In this scenario, information technology (IT) governance, through which corporate governance is applied, has emerged as an option for effective management in organizations (Beck et al., 2001). Good corporate governance was capable of influencing flexibility, responsiveness, and adaptability, as well as an effective and responsive sense of coordination across multiple business units. These mentioned capabilities belong to the agility paradigm (Miceli et al., 2021). Organizational agility is defined as a learned, permanently available dynamic capability that can be performed to a necessary degree in a quick and efficient fashion, and whenever needed to increase business performance in a volatile market environment (Walter, 2021).

The basic concept of “agile” was first introduced by a group of experts from the Iacocca Institute at Lehigh University in the United States in 1991. Experts observed that the business environment is changing rapidly, exceeding the development of traditional organizations. Thus, it is deemed necessary to develop a new system that can encourage the company to continue to grow and have a competitive advantage in facing local and global competition (Stachowiak & Oleśkow-Szlapka, 2018). Agile governance has been proposed by Cheng et al. (2009), Luna et al. (2014, 2015, 2020), Qumer (2007), as the wide application of principles and values of agile software development by Beck et al. (2001). Qumer (2007) defined agile governance as a process with the aim of maximizing the available resources with strategic alignment of objectives, performance, and risk management. An effective agile governance approach can facilitate an organization in achieving productivity boost. Anwar et al. (2016) also mentioned that the implementation of agile governance succeeded in reducing the frequency of employee reworking. With fewer employees doing rework, the efficiency and effectiveness of work will increase, thereby increasing productivity boosters in an organization.

However, in its implementation phase, there are still many challenges when implementing agile governance. This was pointed out by Lacerda and Furtado (2018) where there are some barriers to be faced during the adoption of agile methods, one of which is resistance to change. In addition, there is also a problem that, in implementing agile governance, it is difficult to impose a new process on experienced employees who already have a traditional mindset (Diebold & Theobald, 2018; Dikert et al., 2016). This is especially the case when agile governance is implemented in public-sector organizations that are bound by regulations and have a rigid structure. When a public-sector organization wants to make a change, much consideration is needed regarding the changes to be made in accordance with the applicable regulations. Thus, it takes a longer time in the adaptation process (MacCarthaigh et al., 2012). Almeida (2017) also stated that the transition to an agile process affects all structures in an organization, e.g., the development team, the departments, the management. Resistance may then be found in all of these elements because, from the implementation, there are different structures and layers of people who are used to their daily habits at work and cannot adapt to the sudden rapid changes.

The challenges in implementing agile governance in public-sector organizations need to be explored further. In this case, this is still no prior study that explains in more detail the effect of agile governance when implemented in public-sector organizations, especially its effect on structural resistance. This study used the agile governance theory proposed by Luna et al. (2015). Agile governance consists of six dimensions, namely environmental factors, moderator factors, agile capabilities, governance capability, business operations, and value delivery. The concept of agile governance in this study was modified first so that it is more in line with the norms that apply in public-sector organizations.

The results of this study are expected to contribute to the development of the agile governance theory and can be used as a reference for organizations that are trying to implement agile governance in their activities. This research can also be a valuable resource for policymakers and leaders looking to transform a rapidly changing and dynamic governance framework. By incorporating the results into decision-making processes, organizations can increase agility and encourage a more adaptive and dynamic governance approach responsiveness that is in line with current challenges and opportunities.

This paper follows a coherent structure. It begins with an introduction in Section 1 that outlines the study’s objective. Section 2 explores relevant literature on agile governance and structural resistance. Section 3 explains the quantitative-method approach used. The results of the analysis are presented in Section 4 and interpretation of the findings are discussed in Section 5, followed by a brief conclusion in Section 6 that summarizes the main points and offers recommendations.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Agile governance

According to Luna et al. (2015), agile governance is the ability of an organization to adapt and respond quickly and sustainably to perceived changes in the organizational environment. This capability is acquired through the co-ordination of agile capabilities with governance capabilities. This is expected to provide better value and results/output in a short time. The implementation of agile governance can help organizations achieve better results in their implementation, thus reducing costs and time while increasing the quality and success rate of organizational practices. Agile governance suits organizations that need to operate in a competitive environment, as well as those that need to grow sustainably, achieve greater enterprise agility, and support their overall strategy. One way that agile governance can be applied in the public sector is through the use of agile methodologies in government projects. Agile methodologies prioritize customer needs, iterative development, and continuous improvement, which can be beneficial in developing public services that are relevant, effective, and responsive to citizens’ needs (Ylinen, 2021).
Agile governance has been proposed by several authors, including Qumer (2007), Cheng et al. (2009), and Luna et al. (2014, 2015). At the same time, its concept has evolved over time. The first two definitions (Qumer, 2007; Cheng et al., 2009) were focused on agile software development, while the third definition (Luna et al., 2014, 2015) was proposed as a concept of agile governance that encompasses multidisciplinary phenomena related. Luna et al. (2015) identified six theoretical units that can describe agile governance phenomena, namely:

1) The effects of environmental factors, which conceptualize the effects sensed by the organizational context as a result of those caused by the external environment in which the organizational context resides. This factor consists of four indicators, including 1) the level of technological influence on the environment; 2) the level of influence of regulatory agencies; 3) the intense level of competition felt in the environment; 4) the level of influence of economic actors and related conditions.

2) The effects of moderator factors, which conceptualize the effects sensed by the organizational context as a result of those caused by the moderator factors forming part of this context. The nature of these factors varies according to the particularity of each organizational context. This factor consists of six indicators, including 1) the rate of environmental change; 2) organizational culture; 3) the style of leadership practiced; 4) organizational performance management; 5) business processes adopted; 6) the quality of human resources.

3) Agile capabilities, which are the ability to seek, acquire, develop, practice, and make changes related to the organizational context. This organizational capability can be seen from 1) the ability of the organization to make the necessary changes to respond effectively; 2) the ability of the organization to maximize the resources it has; 3) the ability to react to change; 4) the organizational ability to adapt and/or respond to changing circumstances or the environment.

4) Governance capabilities, which are the ability to acquire, develop, apply, and evolve competencies related to the way an organizational context is conducted, administered, or controlled, including the relationships between different parties involved and the aims for which a society is governed. This dimension is reflected in four indicators, including 1) the organizational ability to ensure alignment between strategy and action; 2) the ability of the organization to make the best decision from the available options; 3) organizational capability to establish ongoing mechanisms; 4) the ability of the organization to comply with the rules and act according to mutual agreement.

5) Business operations, which conceptualize the set of organized activities involved in the day-to-day functions of the business, conducted for the purpose of generating value delivery. This dimension is reflected in the organization’s ability to identify and adopt best practices to be implemented within the organization.

6) Value delivery, which conceptualizes the ability to generate results for the business by means of the delivery of value, including all forms of value that determine the health and well-being of the organization in the long run. This dimension is reflected in the ability of the organization to embed utility in the services provided.

2.2. Structural resistance

Managing innovation requires careful consideration of change management and anticipated resistance to change. Conventional organizations, such as those prevalent in older organizational structures like public service departments, tend to exhibit higher levels of resistance to change. This resistance is likely a result of organizational learning processes and the presence of numerous negative feedback loops that have formed over time. To introduce change within such organizations, it becomes necessary to implement specific policies or a series of policies to transform the entire system of the organization (Agua & Correia, 2020).

The structure of every organization has formal and informal components, and both contribute to resistance to change. Resistant organizations emphasize a shift in the basis of authority and decision-making procedures that are intentionally not institutionalized and a workforce that is organized according to ability, willingness, and, most importantly, workload. In resistant organizations, members deliberately seek opportunities for control (Packard, 2008). Hence, Kumar and Kant (2006) divided organizational resistance into two categories.

1) Structural resistance, which is resistance to change rooted in the organization’s structure, systems, and formal processes.

2) Cultural resistance, which is resistance arising from the informal norms, values, social networks, and myths of the organization.

The structural resistance theory highlights the change-inhibiting properties of structural elements (Hannan & Freeman, 1984). Through a top-down approach at the firm level, structural resistance suggests that structural aspects of an organization, such as routines, rules, and the roles of each member, can limit individuals from adapting to external components (Barnett & Carroll, 1995). Long-standing structures of an organization are highly resistant to change (Fawcett et al., 2015). This is because organizations are structured to promote task mastery and specialization, and existing structured routines are likely to impede collaboration (Koufteros et al., 2010).

According to Kumar and Kant (2006), structural resistance is measured using two indicators: resistance of organization (the extent to which the structure and processes of the organization structures pose obstacles to organization systems), and lack of organizational support (the extent to which there is a lack in support by the organization in its performance evaluation mechanisms or rewards policy).

2.3. Research model

This study examined the relationship between agile governance and structural resistance in an organization. Vijayasarathy and Turk (2008) attempted to learn about the factors driving the adoption and use of agile practices, their benefits, and the challenges perceived by early
adopters of this software development methodology. The results indicated that 75% of employees adopted agile development approaches in half or more of all their projects. The data also revealed organizational resistance as problems/challenges in the adoption and use of agile processes and methods. In a similar vein, Rodríguez et al. (2012) found that a majority of respondents’ organizational units used agile and/or lean methods, with one of the obstacles being resistance to change. Lacerda and Furtado (2018) also observed similar results, identifying barriers to the adoption of agile methods, such as changes in organizational culture and resistance to change. In addition, there is the issue of implementing agile governance, which can be challenging when introducing a new process to experienced employees which a traditional mindset (Diebold & Theobald, 2018; Dikert et al., 2016).

Anwar et al. (2016) conducted a study to answer the question, “Can agile processes improve the organization’s performance indicators while maintaining the process maturity level?”. The results showed that the agility process reduced the rate of rework from 29% to 13%. This shows that the application of agility can improve organizational performance (Haro, 2020; Mrugalska & Ahmed, 2021; Rialti et al., 2019). In addition, Almeida (2017) found that the transition to an agile process affects all aspects of a company’s structure, including the development team, departments, and management. Resistance can be found in all of these elements because the structure becomes different, and people are typically used to spending a lot of time adopting strict work processes.

This research model is based on the agile governance theory by Luna et al. (2020). The research focuses on testing the hypothesis illustrated in Figure 1.

**Figure 1.** Research conceptual framework

Based on the research model presented in Figure 1, the hypotheses to be tested in this study include:

- **H1:** Environmental factors (X1) have a significant effect on moderator factors (X2).
- **H2:** Environmental factors (X1) have a significant effect on agile capabilities (X3).
- **H3:** Environmental factors (X1) have a significant effect on governance capabilities (X4).
- **H4:** Environmental factors (X1) have a significant effect on business operations (X5).
- **H5:** Environmental factors (X1) have a significant effect on structural resistance (Y1).
- **H6:** Moderator factors (X2) have a significant effect on agile capabilities (X3).
- **H7:** Moderator factors (X2) have a significant effect on governance capabilities (X4).
- **H8:** Moderator factors (X2) have a significant effect on business operations (X5).
- **H9:** Moderator factors (X2) have a significant effect on structural resistance (Y1).
- **H10:** Agile capabilities (X3) have a significant effect on business operations (X5).
- **H11:** Agile capabilities (X3) have a significant effect on structural resistance (Y1).
- **H12:** Governance capabilities (X4) have a significant effect on business operations (X5).
- **H13:** Governance capabilities (X4) have a significant effect on structural resistance (Y1).
- **H14:** Business operations (X5) have a significant effect on value delivery (X6).
- **H15:** Business operations (X5) have a significant effect on structural resistance (Y1).
- **H16:** Value delivery (X6) has a significant effect on structural resistance (Y1).

3. **RESEARCH METHODOLOGY**

This study was designed to answer the formulated problems, achieve the objectives, and test the hypotheses. It is a quantitative study because it analyzes data using inductive and descriptive
Cross-sectional data was collected from respondents who answered indicators related to agile governance and structural resistance. The population in this study consists of civil servants in Indonesia. Given the large size of this population, it was necessary to take samples. Samples are defined as a part of the population that can represent the population’s characteristics (Sekaran, 2006). This allows the researcher to draw conclusions based on limited data. The sample size of individuals needed for this study can be calculated using the Slovin formula (Sekaran, 2006).

\[ n = \frac{N}{1 + N(e)^2} \]  

where, 
- \( n \) = sample size;  
- \( N \) = population size;  
- \( e \) = percentage tolerance for sampling error.

In this study, the population size was 3,992,766, and a precision level of 5% (0.05) was used. Thus, the calculation of the sample size is as follows:

\[ n = \frac{3992.766}{1 + 3992.766(0.05)^2} = 399.9599 \]

Based on the Slovin formula, the sample size obtained is 400 samples. The data collected were analyzed using descriptive and inferential statistics. Inferential statistical analysis focuses on data analysis and interpretation to draw conclusions. This analysis is used to test the research hypotheses using sample data. The inferential statistical method used for data analysis in this study was structural equation modeling (SEM).

Partial least squares structural equation modeling (SEM-PLS) was selected because the causal relationship formulated in this research used a complex model. This relationship requires an analysis that can explain simultaneously causal relationships, making SEM an appropriate method. The choice of the SEM analysis method with the PLS approach was made considering the following factors: 1) the presence of reflective and formative indicator models, for which SEM-PLS can be applied to structural models involving reflective and formative indicators; 2) SEM-PLS can be applied to both small and large samples; 3) the method can be used with all data scales; 4) it does not require assumptions; and 5) besides confirming existing theory, SEM-PLS can also be used to establish relationships for which there is no theoretical basis (Solimun et al., 2017). In addition to utilizing SEM-PLS, path analysis can also be employed as one of the parametric analyses to examine the relationships among variables.

4. RESULTS

4.1. First order measurement model (Outer model)

The variables in this study used a reflective indicator model, where each variable is measured from several indicators. Testing the reflective indicator model obtained the outer loading value. The outer loading values indicate the weight of each indicator as a measure of each latent variable. The indicator with the largest outer loading is considered the strongest (dominant) variable measurer. The results of testing the measurement model for each research variable are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Outer loading</th>
<th>( p )-value</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environmental factors (X1)</td>
<td>Technological impact (X1.1)</td>
<td>0.744</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Influence of regulatory institutions (X1.2)</td>
<td>0.765</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Influence of competitiveness (X1.3)</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Economic influence (X1.4)</td>
<td>0.714</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Market turbulence (X1.5)</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organizational culture (X1.6)</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>Not significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderator factors (X2)</td>
<td>Leadership (X2.1)</td>
<td>0.808</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public sector performance management (X2.2)</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Business process (X2.3)</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agile capabilities (X3)</td>
<td>Quality of human resources (X3.1)</td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flexibility (X3.2)</td>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leaness (X3.3)</td>
<td>0.765</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agility (X3.4)</td>
<td>0.820</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adaptability (X3.5)</td>
<td>0.756</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance capabilities (X4)</td>
<td>Strategic alignment (X4.1)</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decision making (X4.2)</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control (X4.3)</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance (X4.4)</td>
<td>0.746</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business operations (X5)</td>
<td>Business process-driven approach (X5.1)</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project-driven approach (X5.2)</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Best practices adoption (X5.3)</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value delivery (X6)</td>
<td>Utility for product or service (X6.1)</td>
<td>0.814</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Warranty for product or service (X6.2)</td>
<td>0.876</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time-to-market for product or service (X6.3)</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural resistance (Y1)</td>
<td>Resistance to change (Y1.1)</td>
<td>0.770</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of organizational support (Y1.2)</td>
<td>0.770</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Processed by the authors.

The results of the first-order model test are considered valid if the \( p \)-value is < 0.05, and outer loading is > 0.7. Based on Table 1, all indicators are validated, except for indicator X2.2. Therefore, the analysis proceeds with the removal of this specific indicator. In the case of environmental...
factors (X1), the outer loading calculation shows that the first indicator, namely the Influence of regulatory institutions (X1.2), has the highest outer loading value, which is 0.765. Thus, it can be concluded that the Influence of regulatory institutions indicator (X1.2) is the most important variable reflecting the environmental factors variable (X1). The results of the other variables are also shown in Table 1.

4.2. Hypothesis testing

The structural model presents the relationships between variables by presenting path coefficient for direct influence and the associated p-value. The path coefficient value indicates the degree of strong or weak influence between variables or the degree of strong and weak influence of one variable on another variable. On the other hand, the sign of the path coefficient (positive or negative) indicates the direction of the influence between variables. The greater the value of the path coefficient, the stronger the influence of a variable on other variables. The positive sign on the path coefficient indicates an influence in the same direction, that is, the greater the value of a variable, the greater the value of the variable affected. Conversely, a negative sign on the path coefficient indicates the opposite direction of influence, that is, the greater the value of a variable, the lower the value of the other variables affected.

The p-value is used to assess the results of hypothesis testing, specifically to determine if there is a significant influence of one variable on another. If the p-value is < 0.05 (with an alpha 5%), it is considered significant, indicating a substantial influence of one variable on others. Table 2 below presents the direct effects resulting from the SEM analysis.

Table 2. Hypothesis testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Influence between variables</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>Environmental factors (X1) → Moderator factors (X2)</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>Environmental factors (X1) → Agile capabilities (X3)</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>Environmental factors (X1) → Governance capabilities (X4)</td>
<td>0.352</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td>Environmental factors (X1) → Business operations (X5)</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5</td>
<td>Moderator factors (X2) → Structural resistance (Y1)</td>
<td>-0.108</td>
<td></td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6</td>
<td>Moderator factors (X2) → Agile capabilities (X3)</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H7</td>
<td>Moderator factors (X2) → Governance capabilities (X4)</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H8</td>
<td>Moderator factors (X2) → Business operations (X5)</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H9</td>
<td>Moderator factors (X2) → Structural resistance (Y1)</td>
<td>-0.318</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H10</td>
<td>Agile capabilities (X3) → Business operations (X5)</td>
<td>0.436</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H11</td>
<td>Agile capabilities (X3) → Structural resistance (Y1)</td>
<td>-0.272</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H12</td>
<td>Governance capabilities (X4) → Business operations (X5)</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H13</td>
<td>Governance capabilities (X4) → Structural resistance (Y1)</td>
<td>-0.045</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H14</td>
<td>Business operations (X5) → Value delivery (X6)</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H15</td>
<td>Business operations (X5) → Structural resistance (Y1)</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H16</td>
<td>Value delivery (X6) → Structural resistance (Y1)</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Processed by the authors.

5. DISCUSSION

Based on the results of the hypothesis testing presented in Table 2, it is evident that 14 hypotheses have been accepted, while two hypotheses have been rejected. Specifically, H1, H2, and H3 obtained path coefficients with positive values and p-values less than alpha level of 0.05. These results indicate that there is a significant, albeit partial, influence of environmental factors (X1) on moderator factors (X2), agile capabilities (X3), and governance capabilities (X4). The positive path coefficients indicate that higher environmental factors within an organization correspond to higher levels of moderator factors, agile capabilities, and governance capabilities. These results align with the agile governance model proposed by Luna et al. (2020).

In H4, a p-value of 0.169 was obtained, which is greater than the alpha level (0.05). Thus, it can be concluded that there is no significant effect of environmental factors (X1) on business operations (X5). The non-significant results were caused by the study being conducted in public-sector organizations, where competition between civil servants (aparat tur sipil negara, ASN) is relatively low (Bhuiyan & Amagoh, 2011; Husein et al., 2013; Jahanshahi & Bhattacharjee, 2020). This is also proven in the results of the outer model of the environmental factors variable showing that the value of the competition indicator is the smallest. Apart from the hypothesis that has no statistical significance, the influence identified from X1 on X5 has a positive coefficient. These results indicate that the higher the influence of an organization’s environment, the more it will affect ongoing business operations.

H6, H7, and H8 obtained path coefficients with positive values and p-values less than alpha (0.05). These results indicate a significant influence of moderator factors (X2) on agile capabilities (X3), governance capabilities (X4), and business operations (X5), partially. The positive path coefficient indicates that higher levels of moderator factors within an organization are associated with increased agile capabilities, governance capabilities, and business operations in public-sector organizations in Indonesia. The moderator factors encompass elements such as market, organizational culture, leadership, enterprise architecture, business model, and the quality of human resources. These results illustrate that organizations operating with these moderator factors are more likely to enhance their ability to adapt to changes, improve their governance capabilities, and optimize their business operations.

H10 and H12 show path coefficients with values of 0.436 and 0.403, respectively, and p-values lower than alpha (0.05). These results indicate a significant influence of agile capabilities (X3) and governance capabilities (X4) on business operations (X5). The positive path coefficient indicates that as
the ability of public-sector organizations in Indonesia to adapt to change improves, so does the quality of their business operations. In addition, enhanced governance capabilities within an organization further contribute to the optimization of its business operations.

H14 obtains a path coefficient of 0.695 and a p-value below alpha (0.05). The results indicate that there is a significant influence of business operations (X5) on value delivery (Y6). The positive path coefficient suggests that as an organization's business operations improve, the value delivered to its users also increases. This implies that enhanced business operations lead to higher user satisfaction. With mature operations, users of this service will also feel satisfied with the values provided by public-sector organisations in Indonesia.

This study also examines the influence of agile governance using the model proposed by Luna et al. (2020) on the structural resistance an organization. The agile governance model adopted by Luna et al. (2020) uses six variables, which consist of environmental factors, moderator factors, agile capabilities, budget governance, operational and value delivery. H5, H9, H11, H13, H15, and H16 show the influence of agile governance variables on structural resistance. H5 shows that there is a significant influence of environmental factors (X1) on structural resistance (Y1). This is evident from the results of the path coefficient of -0.108 with a p-value less than the alpha value (0.05). The negative coefficient indicates that higher technological effects, regulations, competitiveness, and economic influences make public-sector organizations in Indonesia more vulnerable to change, should it be necessary. These findings align with previous research indicating that technological developments are one of the indicators that can lead to organizational changes (Jung, 2018; Min, 2021; Patil, 2021). In addition, Gatonye (2015) explained that competition, government regulation, and economic conditions influence the changes in the strategies to be implemented within an organization.

Furthermore, H9 shows results in which there is a significant influence of moderator factors (X2) on structural resistance (Y1). This is evident from the results of the path coefficient of -0.518 with a p-value less than the alpha value (0.05). The path coefficient is negative, illustrating that the better the moderator factors, which consist of market, organizational culture, leadership, public sector performance management, business process, and the quality of human resources, the better the organization adapts to change. Khodaparasti et al. (2013) also supported this finding, as their study shows that organizational culture, leadership, business models, and the quality of human resources are influential factors when wanting to make changes. Human and managerial resources in an organization play an important role in making changes and influencing the evolution in the professional domain. The management of changes made by organizational leaders is important because the rate of change is increasing. Leadership acts as input at multiple levels, influencing organizational outcomes by continuously shaping employee attitudes during change (Appelbaum et al., 2015).

H11 shows a significant influence of agile capabilities (X3) on structural resistance (Y1). This is evident from the results of the path coefficient of -0.252 with a p-value less than the alpha value (0.05). Both variables show a negative coefficient, signifying that if public-sector organizations in Indonesia are more flexible and agile in dealing with changes, these organizations will have lower structural resistance. Doeze Jager et al. (2022) stated that an organization with the ability to adapt to change will become more accustomed to changes in its structure. This is consistent with several previous studies (Lacerda & Furtado, 2018; Rodriguez et al., 2012; Vijayasarathy & Turk, 2008). When changes occur, people tend to react adaptively, and management then discusses the changes with the employees, making them more aware and prepared for the changes. As a result, this can also improve organizational performance, leading to increased productivity (Anwar et al., 2016).

H13 shows that there is no significant influence of governance capabilities (X4) on structural resistance (Y1). This can be seen from the path coefficient of -0.045 with a p-value below the alpha (0.05). The lack of significant results is attributable to the various regulations that govern the operation of public-sector organizations. When an organization seeks to implement a change, careful consideration is required to ensure that the proposed changes align with the existing regulations. Consequently, the adaptation process is time-consuming (MacCarthagh et al., 2012). However, if the organization can adjust to these requirements, it can enhance its performance (Anwar et al., 2016). Apart from the non-significant hypothesis, the influence of X4 on Y1 has a negative coefficient, suggesting that organization with strong governance capabilities are better equipped to adapt to changes.

H15 shows a significant influence of business operations (X5) on structural resistance (Y1). This can be seen from the path coefficient of 0.139 with a p-value less than the alpha (0.05). In other words, the higher the quality of an organization's business operations, the greater the structural resistance experienced by public-sector organizations in Indonesia. This implies that when an organization has well-established and deeply ingrained business operations, making changes to these routines, which have become an integral part of the organization's daily activities, can be challenging (Tembo, 2021). This also cannot be separated from the sense of security that will be achieved when doing something that has become a habit for every organization.

Finally, H16 also shows a significant influence of value delivery (X6) on structural resistance (Y1). This is evident from the path coefficient of 0.073 with a p-value below the alpha threshold (0.05). This implies that the greater the importance of value delivery in an organization, the higher the level of structural resistance in public-sector organizations in Indonesia. In this context, value delivery refers to service user satisfaction. Public-sector organizations in Indonesia place a strong emphasis on ensuring user satisfaction. When these organizations achieve the desired level of satisfaction with their services, they become reluctant to undertake the risks associated with making changes. This outcome aligns with the findings of Linde et al. (2021), which
suggest that organizational changes may introduce increased and, at times, unforeseen risks. Therefore, factors related to value delivery prioritize user-centred approaches, resulting in greater resistance to change among public-sector organizations in Indonesia.

6. CONCLUSION

The implementation of agile governance in public-sector organizations in Indonesia has significant implications for structural resistance within these entities. The adapted agile governance model, customized to the specific context of public-sector organizations in Indonesia, sheds light on its potential to influence structural resistance. Findings from the SEM-PLS analysis reveal that environmental factors, moderator factors, and agile capabilities negatively impact structural resistance, indicating that organizations with these characteristics are more receptive to change. Conversely, business operations and organizational value delivery have a positive effect on structural resistance, suggesting that these aspects hinder agile organizational adaptability. This suggests that, if not addressed, they contribute to the creation of resistance zones established by the organization's habitual activities. Furthermore, the results also indicate that governance capabilities do not significantly affect structural resistance, although the negative coefficient implies that organizations with strong governance capabilities can better adapt to changes. Additionally, the study highlights that the application of agile governance in public-sector organizations can enhance organizational performance, resulting in increased productivity.

These findings offer valuable insights for public-sector organizations considering the implementation of agile governance policies. Therefore, the analysis presented in this study serves as a basis for stakeholders to develop strategic policies aligned with the vision and mission of public-sector organizations, ultimately improving their performance and productivity. It is hoped that this research contributes to the advancement of agile governance theory and provides guidance for public-sector organizations seeking to adopt agile governance in their activities. In terms of future research, it is recommended to further explore the specific mechanisms through which agile governance influences organizational resistance to change. Additionally, investigating the moderating roles of contextual factors and examining the limitations of this research, such as sample size and geographic scope, would contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of the subject matter.
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